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INVOICING:
LiveAuctioneer bidders will be emailed an invoice by the Wednesday after the sale. 
Absentee and Phone bidders will be mailed a paper invoice within one week of the 
sale. You will receive an invoice for each day of the sale that you were successful. 
In the event that you bid online in addition to leaving Absentee or Phone bids you 
will receive separate invoices for each method of bidding. You may combine all 
invoices when making payment.

METHOD OF PAYMENT:
MC, Visa, American Express, Discover, PayPal

Money Order or Check

SHIPPING:
Old Toy Soldier Auctions USA will arrange for the packing and shipping of your 
items. Items will be shipped in a timely manner in the order that payment has been 
received. Orders typically go out within 10 days of payment. Occasionally, we get 
behind schedule due to the volume of figures needing our attention. Our priority is 
to make sure the items are properly packed to avoid damage. 

Domestic Shipping: Orders will be shipped by the USPS. A fee of $9 per lot will 
be charged for shipping and handling. Insurance is included for total orders under 
$500. Total orders over $500 will require additional insurance at a rate of $1 per 
$100. Total orders over $3,000 will be sent by US Express Mail which may be 
tracked and will require a signature upon delivery. If you would like to arrange 
shipment by FedEx or UPS, please arrange when making payment.

Foreign Shipping: Orders will be shipped by the USPS. A $50 minimum for any 
and all orders, excluding Canada ($25). Additional lots will incur a $10 per lot 
charge. Insurance is included for total orders under $500. Total orders over $500 
will require additional insurance at a rate of $2 per $100. Total orders over $1,000 
will be sent by US Express Mail which may be tracked and will require a signature 
upon delivery. If you would like to arrange shipment by FedEx or UPS please arrange 
when making payment.

OLD TOY SOLDIER AUCTIONS USA 
GUARANTEE THEIR TROOPS

To provide Old Toy Soldier Customers with an exciting and rewarding auction 
experience we guarantee the items are as described. If an error was made 
you will be refunded fully upon the return of the lot. You MUST contact Old Toy 
Soldier Auctions within 7 days of receiving the item in order to receive a 
refund. After 7 days the items are sold “AS IS” and are NOT RETURNABLE. 
Items must be paid for within 30 days of sale.  

CONDITION OF ITEMS:
We have spent much time and 
energy assuring the items are well 
cataloged and photographed in order 
to represent them as accurately as 
possible. The conditions of each item 
is noted in () in the descriptions.

Boxes 
R.O.A.N. - Regiments of All Nations
AOW - Armies of the World

References used for Britains descriptions have been taken in part from 
Regiments of All Nations and Armies of the World by Joe Wallis.

CONDITION GRADES FOR BOXES
Excellent .........................Minor scuffing & abrasions
Very Good ............................... Some fading/soiling
Good  ..... Some edge, corner wear and/or writing/mild

staining, small tape pieces
Fair  .................. Splits in top/bottom, sides/corners,

greater staining/tape
Poor  ................ Splits, tears, pieces missing, crushed

Missing/damaged end labels are noted.

CONDITION GRADES
FOR FIGURES

 Mint (M) ...................99%
 Near Mint (NM)  ..........98%
 Pristine  ...............97-96%
 Excellent (EX)  .......95-92%
 Very Good (VG)  .....91-88%
 Good (G)  .............87-80% 
 Fair (F)  ...............79-70%
 Poor (P)  ................ <69%
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Lot # - the item to be sold. 
Typically we sell 80 lots 
per hour.

Manufacturer of the lot

“from” indicates that the lot does 
not have the exact composition 
or figure count as listed in the 
reference books. It may contain 
more or less figures than originally 
issued. If “from” is not used, the 
set is complete.

Decide on the amount you would like to bid for the lot of interest.

Use the Bidding Increment Chart to determine your maximun bid. Bids not on 
the increments will be rounded down to the next increment.

Leave an absentee bid - complete the absentee bid form provided and either fax 
to 412-344-5273 or mail your bids to Old Toy Soldier Auctions, P.O. Box 13323, 
Pittsburgh, PA 15243.

Leave an absentee bid by phone - simply call and we will complete your bid 
form over the phone 412-343-8733.

Email your bids to raytoys@aol.com

Deadline to receive any of the above bids is Friday, October 5th, 2018 at 
7pm Eastern.

Leave absentee bid online - go to liveauctioneers.com to register and bid.

Bid live on line - go to liveauctioneers.com any time to register - then bid live 
on October 6th, 2018.

You must register to bid online any time up to 24 hours prior to the sale.

Set # - the reference 
number used by the 
manufacturer

Name of the set

Description of the set 
including estimated 
date of production and 
number of figures

Condition of Figure applies to paint, refer to 
chart on page 2. Structural damage and or anom-
alies are listed in italics and within parenthesis. 
Condition of boxes is similarly described.

Estimate - this is the USD amount that has been assessed by the 
Old Toy Soldier Auctions appraiser and is based on the desirability, 
rartiy and condition of each lot. This is provided for guidance only. 
Generally a bid within the estimated range has a 50% chance of 
winning the lot, a bid of the high estimate 70% and a bid of the low 
estimate a 30%.

How To Bid at Old Toy Soldier Auctions USA Bidding Increment Chart
Through Liveauctioneers.com the bidding 
increments are set as follows:

$5-$50 increase $5 per bid
$50-$200 increase $10 per bid
$200-$500 increase $25 per bid
$500-$1000 increase $50 per bid
$1000-$5000 increase $100 per bid
$5000-$10,000 increase $500 per bid
$10,000+ increase $1000 per bid

Common Questions
If I bid $50 does 
the item open at $50?
No, the item opens at a bid one increment over the next highest bid. 
If you bid $50 and the next highest bid is $30 your bid will open the 
lot at $35.

Why did my bid of $53 not win the lot?
Your bids are rounded to the nearest lower increment. Your bid of $53 
was executed as a $50 bid. Please use the chart to help set your bids.

Why did I not win the lot that sold for $50 when my bid was $50?
There are two possibilities: The bids are executed in the order they are received. Many people bid the high estimate, if we have 
multiple bids at $50, the winner is the person whose $50 bid was received first. Or your bid was “wrong footed” meaning that 
your bid was an increment off. If you leave a bid of $50 and the lot opens at $30 to someone else, you then bid $35, another bidder 
bids $40 you then bid $45 and unfortunately someone comes in on your bid of $50 and the item sells to them. It is impossible to 
predict or plan your initial bid. You may give us a “ +1”, “+2” or even a “+3” bid which allows us to bid 1, 2 or 3 increments over 
your high bid. However, we can not accept a “Buy” bid, you must provide us with a number.

How much should I bid?
We provide estimates for each lot based on our experience. We tend to be conservative with our estimates. Generally a bid within 
the estimate has a 50% chance of winning the lot. A bid of the low estimate has a 30% chance of winning the lot and a bid of 
the high estimate a 70% chance of securing the lot for the bidder. It is not uncommon for an item to go several times the high 
estimate if there are two or more parties with serious interest.

How Old Toy Soldier Auctions USA Works            ATTENTION
                 USERS

It is highly recommended that you sign 
on to a liveauctioneers.com sale prior 
to this sale to make sure your software 
is running properly.
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1. Old Toy Soldier Auctions USA acts as an agent for the 
seller. The contract of the sale of the property is between 
the seller and the buyer. No statements made within this 
catalog or made by a representative of or employee of Old 
Toy Soldier Auctions shall be deemed to be a warranty, 
representation, or assumption of liability with respect to the 
property’s age, condition, size, quality, variety, importance, 
provenance, or historical relevance. All property is sold “as 
is” 7 days after delivery and/or 30 days from sale date. 

2. Buyers are responsible for satisfying themselves 
concerning the condition of the property. 

3. The Auctioneer will be solely responsible for determining 
the bidding increments. 

4. The Auctioneer will be the final judge in deciding which 
bidder has won an item. In the event of a dispute, the 
auctioneer at his discretion, shall decide whether to reopen 
bidding or not. 

5. If an error in the catalog has been made, we sell by the 
item photographed (pictured). If you have any doubt, contact 
the auctioneer prior to bidding. 

6. Absentee Bids: We are authorized to execute bids on your 
behalf. Complete an Absentee Bid Form and return to Old 
Toy Soldier Auctions BEFORE the absentee bid deadline. We 
cannot accept “Buy” bids. In the event that two identical 
bids are received, the first bid form received by Old Toy 
Soldier Auctions will have preference. 

7. Online bids: You must first register on LiveAuctioneer’s 
website. Old Toy Soldier Auctions reserves the right, in our 
sole discretion, to refuse your registration or participation 
in the auction or to revoke your permission to participate 
before, during or after the sale.

8. Submit all questions regarding upcoming auction items 
at least 48 hours prior to the date of auction. We will make 
every effort to answer all submitted questions in a timely 
manner. However, we cannot guarantee that questions 
submitted within 48 hours of the auction date will be 
answered prior to the auction. 

9. All sales are final. 

10. A 23% buyer’s premium will be added to all successful 
bids. A 3% discount will be applied for payment by check 
or cash if paid within 15 days. Discount only applied 
to payment made within this time frame. Purchases 

through Liveauctioneers.com will incur an additional 5% 
buyer’s premium. OTS Auctions reserve the right to hold all 
merchandise paid by check until payment has been cleared 
by the bank. 

11. There will be a $50 charge added to all wire transfers.

12. In the event property is not paid for in full, Old Toy 
Soldier Auctions may pursue one or more of the following 
rights or remedies. A) charge interest at 2% per month of 
the unpaid balance. B) hold the defaulting buyer liable for 
the total amount due and commence legal proceedings for 
its recovery together with interest, legal fees and costs to 
the fullest extent permitted under applicable law. C) Cancel 
the sale D) resell the property E) Or to take such other action 
as we deem necessary or appropriate. 

13. Items not claimed within three months of sale date will 
be considered forfeited and will become the property of Old 
Toy Soldier Auctions, USA. 

14. Old Toy Soldier Auctions has the capability to ship to 
international bidders. By law, Old Toy Soldier Auctions 
cannot, and will not, declare lesser values for any 
international purchases and all shipments will include 
the invoice with purchase totals including the buyer’s 
premium and shipping cost. All international bidders 
are responsible for knowing their country’s laws on 
importing items and for paying all customs and duties 
on the items.

15. Old Toy Soldier Auctions are not responsible for any 
typographical errors or omissions in this catalog or price 
key. Photographs in this catalog are of the actual objects 
being sold but are not shown to scale. 

16. Old Toy Soldier Auctions reserves the right to withdraw 
any property before, during and after the sale and shall have 
no liability whatsoever for such withdrawal.

17. In no event will our liability to a purchaser exceed the 
purchase price actually paid. Old Toy Soldier Auctions will 
not be responsible for any errors or failures to execute bids 
placed online or for any errors or omissions in connection 
therewith including, without limitation, errors or failures 
caused by (i) a loss of connection to the internet or the 
LiveAuctioneer’s Online Platform software by either Old Toy 
Soldier Auction’s or the client; (ii) a breakdown or problem 
with Old Toy Soldier Auctions or LiveAuctioneers Online 
Platform software; or (iii) a breakdown or problem with a 
client’s Internet connection, mobile network or computer.

18. Old Toy Soldier Auction’s content on LiveAuctioneer’s 
Online Platform (“Web Site” or “Platform”) is published 
and maintained by LiveAuctioneers. If you are a registered 
user of LiveAuctioneers, the LiveAuctioneer’s Privacy 
Policy governs your agreement with LiveAuctioneers with 
respect to LiveAuctioneer’s collection, use, storage, and 
disclosure of your personal information. Old Toy Soldier 
Auction’s does not control and is not responsible for the 
information and privacy practices of LiveAuctioneer’s on 
the LiveAuctioneer’s Web site, which is operated entirely 
by LiveAuctioneers. You agree that Old Toy Soldier Auctions 
and its affiliates will not be responsible for, and that you 
release Old Toy Soldier Auctions and its affiliates from, any 
and all claims, liabilities, damages, losses and expenses 
related to unauthorized access to or use of, or any security 
breach relating to or affecting, LiveAuctioneer’s collection, 
use, storage, and disclosure of your personal information.

19. If any part of these Conditions of Sale are found by any 
court to be invalid, illegal or unenforceable, that part shall 
be discounted and the rest of the conditions shall continue 
to be valid to the fullest extent permitted by law. 

20. By bidding at auction, by written bid, telephone or other 
means, the buyer indicates acceptance of these Conditions 
of Sale. 

21. The rights and obligations with respect to the 
Conditions of Sale shall be governed by the laws of the 
state of Pennsylvania. OLD TOY SOLDIER AUCTIONS USA: 
CONDITIONS OF SALE Copyright 2018, Old Toy Soldier 
Auctions, Ray Haradin. All rights reserved. Copyright 
includes, but not limited to, print, media, microfilm and 
electronic media, such as CDROM’s and online computer 
services. 

OLD TOY SOLDIER AUCTIONS USA: CONDITIONS OF SALE
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Saturday, October 6, 2018 • Starts at 10 AM E.S.T. • Lots 1001 - 1372

Lot 1001 Britains #1 Life Guards with officer  Second version, Germanic types, with non-matching officer 
on rearing horse, tin  swords, in original printers decorated compartmentalized box (1895). 
Good, Box fair-good+ (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1002 Britains #2 Royal Horse Guards with officer  Second version, Germanic types, with non-matching 
officer on rearing horse, tin swords, in original printers decorated compartmentalized box (1895). 
Good, Box  fair-good+ (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1003 Britains #3 5th Dragoon Guards with officer  Second version, Germanic types, with  non-
matching officer on rearing horse, tin  swords, in original printers decorated  compartmentalized box (1897). 
Good, but some  discoloration due to smoke, Box fair-good+ (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1004 Britains #8 Queen’s Own 4th Hussars  with trumpeter, Second version, troopers on one-eared 
galloping horses dated 1.8.1901, trumpeter dated 12.12.1902, in original printers decorated box (1910). 
Good, Box fair-good, lid repaired and taped (5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1005 Britains #9 Rifle Brigade valise packs  marching at the slope with officer, first  version oval bases 
fixed arm officer, clipped  bayonets, in original printers decorated box  (1903). Good, Box fair-good, some splits 
(8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1006 Britains #11 Black Watch running at the trail  Officer and 6 men, first version, oval bases,  
plug-handed, in original printers decorated  box (1904). Good, Box good, incorrect tie  card, some splits 
(7 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500
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Lot 1007 Britains #12 11th Hussars  with officer on rearing horse, Second  version, troopers on donkey 
horses, fixed arm carrying short carbines, in original printers decorated box (1898). Fair, paint faded, 
Box fair-good, repaired (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1008 Britains #13 3rd Hussars rare version  on Scots Greys horses dated 1.11.1902, carrying short 
carbines, with officer on rearing horse, in original later battle Honours original box (1903). Fair-good, two  
plumes gone, Box fair-good (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1009 Britains #16 The Buffs on Guard  Standing at the ready with officer (no musicians) in original 
printers decorated box (1894 only). Very good, box fair-good (10 pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$5000

Lot 1010 Britains #18 Worcestershire Regiment  Second version oval bases, in original printers decorated 
box (1908). Fair-good, 2 spikes, 2 bayonets, drumstick, and officer’s sword gone, box fair-good, some splits 
(10  pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1011 Britains #23 5th Royal Irish Lancers at the halt  with officer, Second version, troopers on horses 
dated 18.8.1903, fixed arm officer  turned in the saddle, in original printers decorated box (1910). 
Good, 2 lance pennons retouched, Box fair-good,  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1012 Britains #26 Boer Infantry shoulder arms  Rare pose, dated 15.6.1906, in original printers 
decorated box (1906). Very good, box fair, some splits (8 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500
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Lot 1013 Britains #26 Boer Infantry slope  with officer, First version, oval bases,  valise packs, Montana 
hats, clipped bayonets, in original printers decorated box (1900).  Fair-good, officer mismatched, box fair, 
some  splits (8 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1014 Britains #31 1st Dragoons The Royals  with officer and rearing horse, Second  version, troopers 
on long-rein,  horses dated  1.11.1902, in original Whisstock box (1909).  Fair-good, small hole in one horse 
neck, officer’s sword arm soldered in place, Box fair-good  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1015 Britains #32 Royal Scots Greys  with officer, Second version, dated  1.11.1902, long reins, 
in original printers Campaign box (1905). Good, Box fair-good, splits to lid edge (5 pieces) 
Estimate: $600-$800

Lot 1016 Britains #33 16th Lancers at the halt  with officer, Second version, troopers on  horses dated 
18.8.1903, fixed arm officer  turned in the saddle, in original printers decorated box (1910). 
Good, Box fair-good, lid and base with splits  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1017 Britains #35 Royal Marine Artillery  with officer, Third version, dated 1.8.1905,  square bases, 
box packs, Blue helmets, in original printers decorated box,  (1915) Good, Box fair -good, (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1018 Britains #44 2nd Dragoon Guards Queen’s Bays  with rare trumpeter on grey galloping horse,  
Second version, one-eared galloping horses  dated 1.1.1901, in original printers decorated box (1910). 
Fair-good, trumpeter not matching, Box fair-good, neatly repaired, tie card not matching (5 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500
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Lot 1019 Britains #47 First Bengal Cavalry  with trumpeter, First version, unstamped, in  original Sons of 
Empire, printers decorated box, (1912) Good, Box fair -good, (5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1020 Britains #60 First Bombay Lancers  Display  3 row set, including officer and trumpeter,  in original 
Sons of Empire box, First  version, unstamped, (1910) Good, trumpeter  and officer’s arms repainted (both on 
white horse), 5 lancers mismatched (with later lance arms), Box fair -good, base repaired, lid splits in edges 
(15 pieces)  Estimate: $2000-$3000

Lot 1021 Britains #74 Royal Welch Fusliers with Mascot  Marching at the slope with officer and ram  
mascot, Second version, oval bases, in original printers decorated box (1905).  Fair-good, some retouching, 
Box fair-good, some splits (9 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1022 Britains #81 17th Ulundi Lancers  3 troopers, trumpeter and officer, Second version, pony horses, 
pointed ears,  in  original printers decorated compartmentalized box (1899). Good, Box fair-good, (5 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1023 Britains #82 Scots Guards Pioneers and Colour  at the slope with axes and flag, in original  
Whisstock box, Third version box packs, square dated bases (16.1.1905), (1910) Good, Box good, (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1024 Britains #83 Middlesex Yeomanry  with officer on rearing horse, Second  version, troopers on 
one-eared galloping  horses dated 1.1.1901, or cantering horses dated 12.2.1903, carrying short carbines, 
in  original Whisstock  box (1910). Good, Box fair-good, (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2000
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Lot 1025 Britains #91 US Infantry at the slope  With officer, first version oval bases, valise packs, in original 
printers decorated  box (1900) box fair-good, some splits (8 pieces)  Estimate: $1800-$2500

Lot 1026 Britains #94 21st Lancers Omdurman  with trumpeter, third version, troopers  wearing steel 
helmets mounted on one-eared galloping horses dated 1.1.1901, in original printers decorated box (1917). 
Good, Box  fair-good, lid neatly repaired (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1027 Britains #94 21st Lancers Omdurman  First version, rocking horses, furled lances, with officer and 
trumpeter, in original printers decorated compartmentalized box (1900). Good, trumpeter and one other arm  
replaced Box fair-good, neatly repaired, (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1028 Britains #96 York and Lancaster Regiment  Running at the trail with officer, second version oval 
bases pigeon chested, review order,  in original printers decorated box (1900). Good, one spike and rifle tip  
missing, Box fair-good, (8 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1029 Britains #97 Royal Marine Light Infantry  running at the trail with officer, Fourth  version, square 
bases, open elbow, with  unusual “bandsman” type heads, in original  Whisstock box,  (1917) Fair-good, 
grubby, 6  helmet spikes gone, Box fair -good, missing slotted tie card (8 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1030 Britains #100 21st Lancers Review Order  with trumpeter, first version, pony horses,  in original 
printers decorated box (1900).  Fair-good, 1 lance tip gone, Box fair-poor,  replacement tie card (5 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500
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Lot 1031 Britains #101 Band of Life Guards  in 
original printers decorated box, First version, slotted 
arm, red coats, (1903) Good, Box fair-good, lid neatly 
repaired (12 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1032 Britains #104 City Imperial Volunteers  At the ready with officer, first 
version all  on oval bases, in original printers decorated  box (1910). Good, box 
fair-good, base  mismatched (10 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1033 Britains #105 Imperial Yeomanry  with officer, First version, dated 
1.1.00, in  original printers decorated box (1915).  Good, Box fair-good, no tie card, 
lid missing  one end (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1034 Britains #106 6th Dragoon Guards (Carabiniers)  with 
officer, second version, troopers on  one-eared galloping horses dated 
1.1.1901,  long carbines, in original Whisstock box  (1915). Good, Box 
fair-good, with later  insert card  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500 Lot 1035 Britains #109 Royal Dublin Fusiliers  First version, oval bases, valise packs and  

smooth tropical helmets, with paper labels  dated Jan 1 1901, in original printers  decorated 
box (1901). Good, box fair-good,  some splits (8 pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$5000

Lot 1036 Britains #114 Queen’s Own Cameron Highlanders  First version, box packs and smooth tropical  helmets, 
6 with paper labels dated Jan 20  1901, in original printers decorated box  (1901). Very good, box good (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $3000-$5000

Lot 1037 Britains #115 Egyptian Cavalry with lances with officer, Second version dated  
(12.2.1903) cantering horses, in original printers decorated box (1912). Good, Box fair-good, 
some splits (5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200
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Lot 1038 Britains #118 Gordon Highlanders lying firing with kneeling 
officer, first version, legs together, in original printers decorated box  
(1902). Fair-good, box fair-good, some splits (10 pieces) 
Estimate: $600-$800

Lot 1039 Britains #127 7th Dragoon Guards slung lances with officer, 
first version, dated 12.12.1902  or 1.1.1901, in original Whisstock box  
(1915). Good, box fair-good, lid and bases have some splits (5 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1040 Britains #133 Russian Infantry  Marching at the slope 
and the trail with officer, first version oval bases, in original printers 
decorated box (1908). Good,  Box fair-good, missing tie card (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1041 Britains #141 Infanterie de Ligne  Marching at the slope, 
fixed bayonets,  First  version oval bases, full trousers, dated  9.5.1905, 
marked Déposé, in original printers decorated box (1905). Good, Box 
fair-good,  label and tie card very soiled  (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1042 Britains #142 Zouaves  Charging with rare officer, first 
version, oval bases, in original printers decorated box (1905). Fair-good, 
all except one bayonets missing, the remaining one badly bent, officer 
good, Box fair-good, some splits (8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1043 Britains #145 Royal Army Medical Corps wagon  review 
order, with 2 seated orderlies, in original box, First version, collar 
harness, (1910) Fair-good, 3 helmet balls missing,  Box fair-good, 
(7 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1044 Britains #145A Royal Army Medical Corps wagon  
service dress, with 2 seated orderlies, in a later original box for set 
#1450), First version, collar harness, (1917) Fair-good, 
3 heads repaired, Box fair-good, lid edges split  (7 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500 Lot 1045 Britains / Beiser board, Enemy Troops  in plain card original box, 

Very large format with tents, and pop gun (as pictured in Opie’s GBB book 
(page 192), (1910)  Very Good, (24 pieces)  Estimate: $2500-$3500

Lot 1046 Britains #154 Prussian Infantry  Marching at the slope with 
rare officer,  First version dated 2.16.1908 slant bases, in Whisstock box 
(1908). Fair-good, officer’s spike gone, some chipping Box fair-good, 
some  splits (8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200
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Lot 1047 Britains #172 Bulgarian Infantry  Marching at the 
trail with officer, first  version dated 10.1.1904, and stamped 
Déposé,  in original printers decorated box (1915).  Fair-good, 1 
mismatched, officer’s arm  replaced 1 rifle bent 1 tip missing, box 
fair-good, some splits (8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1048 Britains #190 Belgian Cavalry at the halt  with officer, 
Second version, undated, in  original Whisstock Belgian Army box 
(1938).  Good, Box good  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $500-$800

Lot 1049 Britains #9 16th Lancers plug arms  with officer and trumpeter, Germanic 
style  figures, 3rd variation, painted caplines,  Very rare, (1895) ex Opie collection with  
letter of authentication, Good (9 pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$4000

Lot 1050 Britains #10 17th Lancers plug arms  with officer and trumpeter, Germanic 
style  figures, 1st variation, unpainted caps, no  caplines, Very rare, (1893) ex Opie  
collection with letter of authentication,  Good (9 pieces)  Estimate: $3500-$5000

Lot 1051 Britains #11 Black Watch running at the trail  with officer, 
Rare plug handed figures, (1900) Good, all plug hands replaced (7 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1200 Lot 1052 Britains #32 Royal Scots Greys with officer  

first version of set #32, tin swords Fair-good, 4 swords 
gone, (1900) 5 pieces  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1053 Britains #32 Scots Greys with officer  
undated, Fair-good, slightly mismatched, (1932) 
5 pieces  Estimate: $80-$120

Lot 1054 Britains #79 Royal Naval Landing Party, White  Jackets, very rare 
variation, ex Ruby  collection, as pictured in Opie GBB photo 67,  (1910) Fair-good,  
(9 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200 Lot 1055 Britains #81 Ulundi Lancers on rocking horses including trumpeter, 

Foreign service dress, Rare first version (1898) Good, (5 pieces)  
Estimate: $1500-$2500
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Lot 1056 Britains #82 Scots Guards Colour and Pioneers  
First version, valise packs, Good, (1897) 8  pieces  
Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1057 Britains #120 Coldstream Guards kneeling firing  with 
officer, Good, 1 with damage to just  rifle, nice matching set, (1910) 
10 pieces  Estimate: $200-$400

Lot 1058 Britains #125 b-sized RHA gun team full dress  with escort, Dated with 
galloping gunners,  Hard to find complete set, Fair-good, one arm  missing, (1915) 
13 pieces  Estimate: $500-$800

Lot 1059 Britains #126 b-sized RHA gun team service  dress, 
with escort, Dated with galloping  gunners, Hard to find complete 
set,  Fair-good,  (1915) 13 pieces  Estimate: $500-$800

Lot 1060 Britains #144 Royal Artillery gun team;  rare second version, 
collar harness, fumed  metal, with just 2 seated men, Fair-good, two helmet 
balls, one hoof and gun spring missing (1906) 11 pieces  
Estimate: $300-$500

Lot 1061 Britains #148 Royal Lancaster Regiment  Game Board set, running 
at the trail and  slope, with trumpeter and foot and mounted officers and gun,  
Rare first version (1910) Good,  (13 pieces)  Estimate: $2500-$4000

Lot 1062 Britains #149 American Soldiers Game Board  set, running at the trail and slope, with  
trumpeter and foot and mounted officers and  gun,  Rare first version, ex Edmund  Roche-Kelly 
collection (1910) Good,  (13  pieces)  Estimate: $2500-$4000

Lot 1063 Britains Territorials 1911 Coronation  
uncatalogued figures produced for the 1911  
Coronation, Exceptionally rare, ex James Opie  
collection, Officer on rearing horse (1911)  Good,  
(1 piece)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1064 Britains Territorials 1911 Coronation  uncatalogued 
figures produced for the 1911  Coronation, Exceptionally rare, ex 
James Opie  collection, 4 men at the slope, red uniforms  (1911) 
Good,  (4 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500
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Lot 1065 Britains Territorials 1911 Coronation  uncatalogued figures 
produced for the 1911  Coronation, Exceptionally rare, ex James Opie  
collection, 4 men at the slope, blue  uniforms (1911) Good,  (4 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1066 Britains Territorials 1911 Coronation  uncatalogued figures 
produced for the 1911  Coronation, Exceptionally rare, ex James Opie  
collection, 4 men at attention, red uniforms  (1911) Good,  (4 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1067 Britains unlisted CIVs in red jackets  Counter-top display 
figures sold  individually, dated 1.1.1900 oval bases and  17.1.1910 
square bases,  Very rare (1912)  Fair-good,  (7 pieces)  
Estimate: $600-$900

Lot 1068 Britains #177 Austro Hungarian infantry  
marching at the slope with officer, Rare  first version, 
with sword bayonet scabbard,  Fair-good, two 
bayonets gone, (1910) 8 pieces  Estimate: $500-$800

Lot 1069 Britains #31 1st Dragoons with officer  
on rearing horse, undated, Good,  (1935) 5  pieces  
Estimate: $120-$180

Lot 1070 Britains #32 Royal Scots Greys with 
officer  undated, short rein, Good, (1925) 5 pieces  
Estimate: $120-$180 Lot 1071 Britains #37 Band of the Coldstream 

Guards  undated, Good, mace repaired paint loss to  
Drum major’s trousers, (1935) 21 pieces  
Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1072 Britains #46 10th Bengal Lancers  with 
trumpeter, stamped, Blue coats with  lances, Very 
good, (1930) 5 pieces  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1073 Britains #46 Bengal Lancers  Hodson’s 
Horse with trumpeter, Stamped,  matching set, Blue 
coats, (1935) Fair-good,  one with paint loss to horse, 
5 pieces  Estimate: $150-$250

Lot 1074 Britains #46 Bengal cavalry  with 
trumpeter, stamped, Blue coats carrying  lances, Good, 
(1940) 5 pieces  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1075 Britains #66 13th Duke of Connaught’s  
Bombay Lancers, with trumpeter, Good, (1955)  5 
pieces  Estimate: $150-$250
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Lot 1076 Britains #92 Spanish infantry at the 
slope  Second version, larger figure, Fair-good, 
two  helmet plumes gone, (1935) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $150-$250

Lot 1077 Britains #101 Life Guards Band  Fifth version, 
stamped, matching set; fine  example of this sought after 
set, Very good,  (1937) 12 pieces  Estimate: $500-$800

Lot 1078 Britains #111 Grenadier Guards at 
attention  with mounted officer, third version full  
trousers, Good (1935), 7 pieces  Estimate: $120-$180

Lot 1079 Britains #112 Seaforth Highlanders  
First version, at the slope, box packs,  unstamped, 
6 retaining paper labels, Good  (1905) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $350-$500

Lot 1080 Britains #113 East Yorkshire Regiment  
at attention, third version, full trousers,  Fair-good, 
3 spikes missing (1935) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $120-$180

Lot 1081 Britains #114 Cameron Highlanders at the 
slope  with converted officer, Good, (1940) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $100-$200

Lot 1082 Britains #115 Egyptian cavalry with 
officer  undated, Good (1932) 5 pieces  
Estimate: $250-$400 Lot 1083 Britains #117 Egyptian Infantry at 

attention  straight arm. Very good, one arm loose 
(1930)  8 pieces  Estimate: $200-$400

Lot 1084 Britains #119 Gloucestershire regiment  
standing firing, undated, Fair-good (1935) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $180-$250

Lot 1085 Britains #122 Black Watch standing firing  
with officer, undated, Fair-good, (1920) 10 pieces  
Estimate: $150-$250

Lot 1086 Britains #128 12th Lancers with officer  
slung lances, Very good, (1935) 5 pieces  
Estimate: $250-$400 Lot 1087 Britains #128 12th Lancers with Officer  

slung lancers, Good, arms loose, (1935) 5 pieces  
Estimate: $200-$300
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Lot 1088 Britains #133 Russian infantry at the trail  with 
officer, dated, blue hat bands apart from one with a red band, 
Fair-good, (1920) 8  pieces  Estimate: $100-$200

Lot 1089 Britains #136 Russian Cossacks with officer  First version, 
(1912) Good, 1 lance point and rifle tip missing (5 pieces) with unrelated box 
lid from another maker (poor, most lid  edges gone  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1090 Britains #136 Russian Cossacks with Officer  in original “Types 
of the United States of  Russia” box, (it took Britains a while to realize that 
this was not what USSR stood for!),  Good, but two rifle tips broken, one  
horse slightly retouched (1935), 5 pieces  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1091 Britains unlisted Medical Orderlies and Doctors  in khaki service 
dress, peak caps and side caps, Very rare (1920) Very good, (5) 
Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1092 Britains #151 Royal Naval Volunteers, White  Jackets, rare 
variation,  (1930) Fair-good,   (8 pieces)  Estimate: $300-$500

Lot 1093 Britains #153 Prussian Hussars with officer  
undated, Good; officer’s plume gone (1920) 5  pieces  
Estimate: $300-$500

Lot 1094 Britains #154 Prussian Infantry at the 
slope  undated slant bases, Good, (1920) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1095 Britains #167 Turkish Infantry at the 
ready  undated, Good, one slightly mismatched,  
(1925) 8 pieces  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1096 Britains #178 Austro Hungarian Foot 
Guards  marching at the slope, 2nd version; no  officer 
(correct at this period); scarce,  Good, 2 bayonets gone 
(1935) 8 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600 Lot 1097 Britains #186 Mexican Infantry with 

officer  Very rare late variation in multi-colored  
uniforms, Very good, (1940), 8 pieces  
Estimate: $700-$900
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Lot 1098 Britains #201 Officers of the General 
Staff  Good (1935) 4 pieces  Estimate: $180-$250

Lot 1099 Britains #203 Royal Engineers Pontoon wagon  with roadways, Review Order, light harness,  
Good, 1 arm replaced, pontoon missing (1935)  8 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1100 Britains #205 Coldstream Guards at present  
with officer, Second version, corrected foot  position, green 
bases, Very good (1936) 8  pieces  Estimate: $120-$200

Lot 1101 Britains #211 Royal Artillery 18” Howitzer  & team, khaki gun and limber, moustaches,  correct 
arrangement of traces, 4 horses  linked to limber with extra link hook, 6 additional horses that can be easily 
linked  on to help pull the load! Good, (1930) 12 pieces  Estimate: $1800-$2500

Lot 1102 Britains #217 Argentine Cavalry (lancers)  
with officer, Good, two arms loose, (1938) 5  pieces  
Estimate: $300-$400 Lot 1103 Britains #219 Argentine Cadets at the 

slope  Rare (using the same casting as the post-war  
Swedish Infantry), Fair-good, two with paint loss on 
shoulders/chest, 1 arm replaced  (1935) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1104 Britains #312 Grenadier Guards at the 
slope  in greatcoats, Fair-good, (1935) 10 pieces  
Estimate: $100-$200

Lot 1105 Britains #317 Royal Artillery gun team  at the halt, including officer, Rare, 
2nd  version gun; moustaches, Good, but 5 legs  repaired, 3 pieces of wire traces 
missing  (1935) 9 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1106 Britains #321 Fife & Drum Band of the Line  including two rare “thin 
drummers”, First  version, gaitered side drummers, good, one  helmet spike 
missing, (1928) 17 pieces  Estimate: $500-$700
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Lot 1107 Britains #321 Line Fife and Drums  Band of the Line, rare 
set, Last version, full trousers, Very good, One drumstick and top of mace 
detached but present (1939) 17 pieces  Estimate: $600-$900

Lot 1108 Britains #322 Guards Drum and Fife band  of the Coldstream 
Guards, with escort, Fair-good, escort good, but mismatched, drum major 
retouched; mace glued (1935) 25 pieces  Estimate: $600-$900

Lot 1109 Britains #333 US Airforce pilots  in Sidcoat suits, in original 
box, Fair-good, 1 arm loop damaged, some chips especially on bases, 
Box fair-good, (1939) 8 pieces  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1110 Britains #334 US Airforce in peak 
caps and short jackets, Fair-good, one head neatly  
repaired, (1939) 8 pieces  Estimate: $200-$400

Lot 1111 Britains #342 Argentine Army Display  
part set including flag bearer,  Very rare (1930) Fair-
good, (14 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1112 Britains #399 US Marines in service dress  
marching at the slope, rare matching set, Very good 
(1938) 8 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1113 Britains #460 Scots Guards Colour party  
Full trousers, tinplate flags, Good, (1935) 7 pieces  
Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1114 Britains #905 Adult Hippo in original box  
Mint, box excellent (1955) 1 piece  
Estimate: $120-$180

Lot 1115 Britains #912 Adult Giraffe Rare pre-war 
only  Good, but some paint loss to lower legs (1935) 
1 piece  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1116 Britains #912 Adult giraffe Rare pre-
war only  good, one leg neatly repaired, some neat  
retouching to legs (1935) 1 piece  
Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1117 Britains Zoo sign  Rare retailers’ tinplate 
advertising aid for the zoological series. Very good 
(1959) 1 piece  Estimate: $120-$180
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Lot 1118 Britains #1288 Full Band of the Royal Marines  in reproduction box, Rare 
very first  variation with just one gaitered side  drummer, (Britains soon corrected their 
error  and amended the composition to include 4  side drummers),Good, 2 helmet balls 
gone, lovely translucent blues, (1933) 21 pieces  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1119 Britains #1291 Royal Marines Band  late pre-war issue, 
no moustaches, Good,  lovely translucent blues, (1940) 12 pieces  
Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1120 Britains #1291 Royal Marines band  second 
version, full trousers, Good, 1 side  drummer slightly 
mismatched, (1935) 12 pieces  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1121 Britains #1294 British Infantry Tropical Dress  
marching at the slope with officer,  moustaches, pale khaki; brown 
belts, Good,  (1938) 8 pieces  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1122 Britains #1316 Salvation Army Band  Blue uniforms, with flag bearer, uncatalogued set, ex Henderson collection, (1934) 
Very  good (22 pieces)  Estimate: $4000-$6000
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Lot 1124 Britains #1436  Italian infantry Colonial dress  
marching at the slope, Rare set, Fair-good,  (1935) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1125 Britains #1437 
Carabinieri at the slope  
Good (1939) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1126 Britains #1475 Attendants to State Coach  
full matching set of Yeoman, Pages, and  Grooms, Good, just one 
sword gone, (1937) 18 pieces  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1127 Britains #1544 Australian infantry 
at the slope  with officer, Rare late pre-war 
issue with  full bayonets and green bases, Good 
(1940) 8 pieces  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1128 Britains #1620 Royal Marine Light Infantry  Rare set marching at the slope with empty 
handed officer, no moustaches, Good (1940) 8 pieces  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1123 Britains #1317 Salvation Army Band  Blue uniforms, with flag bearer, uncatalogued  set, ex Henderson collection, (1934) 
Good, flag bearer no paint in case, mixture of gold  and silver instruments (29 pieces)  Estimate: $4000-$6000
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Lot 1131 Britains #1631 Governor General’s Horse Guards  Rare, Canadian 
Regiment, pre-war issue, 2nd  variation, white plumes, moustaches, Good, 
one leg neatly repaired, (1939) 5 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1132 Britains #1638 Sound Locator with operator  
together with remains of illustrated box lid,  Good, (1940), 
2 pieces  Estimate: $100-$200

Lot 1133 Britains #1734 Hugar Guard House  with sentry and sentry box (1934) Good, 
some  woodworm damage (3 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900 Lot 1134 Britains #1850 Netherlands infantry  marching at the 

slope with officer, Very  rare, unlisted set, Very good, (1940) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1130 Britains #1622 Royal Marine Light Infantry Band (1940) Very rare, Good, a few chips, (21 pieces)  Estimate: $4000-$6000

Lot 1129 Britains #1621 Frontier Force  marching at 
the slope, Good, (1938) 8 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600
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Lot 1139 Britains #2112 US Marine Corps Band  summer dress, red 
jackets, white trousers,  Rare, Good, 1 drumstick & bassoon broken,  drum 
transfers and side drum replaced (1958)  25 pieces  Estimate: $600-$900

Lot 1140 Britains #2115 Royal Marines Drums and Bugles  Rare, 
1 year only, Good; transfers replaced,  tenor drummer, drumsticks 
repaired (1956) 12  pieces  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1138 Britains #9405 Household Cavalry Musical Ride  in original box, (last version of #2085),  late issue, Virtually mint 
but untied, one  arm loose, Box good (1965) 23 pieces  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1136 Britains #1901 Cape Town 
Highlanders  marching at the slope 
with officer, Good; 3  bayonets gone, 
(1950) 8 pieces  Estimate: $80-$120

Lot 1137 Britains #2080 Royal Navy at the slope  
with officer, Good, (1959) 8 pieces  
Estimate: $100-$200

Lot 1135 Britains #1868 Hugar Air Raid Wardens’ Post  with two #1914 Air Raid Wardens, 
(1940) Rare  combination, Good (3 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1141 Britains #2117 US Army Band in steel helmets  
Rare set, Fair-good, (1959) 13 pieces  Estimate: $250-$400
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Lot 1142 Britains #2184 Bahamas Police Band  
Rare unlisted set, Fair-good, not matching  (1959) 14 pieces  
Estimate: $500-$800

Lot 1143 Britains Special Order US Army band  Drums and Bugles 
(authenticated by James Opie) (1958) Very good (16 pieces)  
Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1144 Britains Indian Army Independence Cavalry  in khaki service 
dress with officer (1948) Very good (12 pieces)  Estimate: $2000-$3000

Lot 1145 Britains Indian Army 
Independence Cavalry in khaki service 
dress with officer (1948) two neatly 
repainted figures with earlier lance arms 
to match previous lot  Estimate: $150-$250

Lot 1146 Britains #1R Military Policemen  from the rare 
1R Railway set, (1955) very good (4 pieces)  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1147 Britains #107 Irish Guards at the Slope  Marching 
with officer, Second version oval  bases, in original printers 
decorated box  (1907). Very neatly repainted by Bill  O’Brien, 
box fair-good, some splits (8 pieces)  Estimate: $300-$600

Lot 1148 Britains #10a 2nd Grade British 
Cavalry  Service Dress, in rare original box, 
fixed  arm figures in printers decorated box,  
stamped tie card ìPainted by disabled ex  
servicemen), Very good, box fair-good (1920)  
4 pieces  Estimate: $200-$400

Lot 1149 Britains #29 Rare British Army Display set  Including Life Guards, 9th lancers, 3rd  Hussars, Royal 
west Surrey Regiment  and  Mountain Artillery set, all contained in original 4 row display box, Good, 1 bayonet  
gone; 1 3rd Hussar leg repaired, Box fair -good, neatly repaired, (1930) 41 pieces  Estimate: $1800-$2500
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Lot 1151 Britains #35 Royal Marines at the slope  with officer, Fourth 
version,  square bases,  box packs, gaiters Marine helmets, in  original Types 
of the Royal Navy box,  (1930)  Good, 1 helmet ball gone, Box fair -good, 
(8 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1152 Britains #37 Band of the Coldstream Guards  in original 
Whisstock box, Rare dated but  full trousers version, (1915) Good, 
grubby, 1 side drumstick gone, Box fair-good, lid split and small part 
of lid edge missing, (21 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1150 Britains #30 Drums and Bugles of the Line  First version, oval bases 
pigeon toed, in original box, (1898) Good, Box good, incorrect tie card, (8 pieces) 
Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1153 Britains #37 Band of the Coldstream Guards  First version, 
slotted arm; no moulded  plumes, Fair- good, a few damaged and minor  
repairs, (1900) 21 pieces  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1154 Britains #39 Royal Horse Artillery at the gallop  with officer in original box, Second version,  collar harness 
separate mounted gunners with  short carbines, on horses dated 12.12.1902,  Previously part of James Opie’s personal  
collection, (1910) Good, Box fair-good, some repairs and splits (13 pieces)  Estimate: $1600-$2200 Lot 1155 Britains #40 British Army Display  1st Dragoons with officer and Somerset light  

infantry at the ready,  all contained in a Types of the British Army original box, (1935) Good, 
two helmet spikes missing, bugler’s arm loose, Box fair-good, base repaired, no tie card, 
(16 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500
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Lot 1156 Britains #41 British Army Display set  combination of 
sets #32 and #34, Royal Scots Greys and Grenadier Guards standing 
firing, in original ROAN box (1955), Excellent, Box fair-good, lid 
repaired and taped (13 pieces) Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1157 Britains #46 10th Bengal Lancers  with trumpeter, and officer, First version,  
unstamped, in printers decorated Sons of the Empire “Duke of Cambridge’s Own Bengal  
lancers” box, (1915) Good, Box fair -good, lid neatly repaired (5 pieces) Estimate: $1500-$2000

Lot 1158 Britains #48 Egyptian Camel Corps  in 
original box, Second version, moulded  tails on camels, 
riders detached from camels,  in original red and gold 
Egyptian Camel  Corps box (1920). Fair-good, Box fair-
good,  missing most lid edges (6 camels and 6 riders)  
Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1159 Britains #49 South Australian Lancers  with officer, First  version, rocking horses, in original printers 
decorated box (1896). Previously part of James Opie’s personal collection, Good, Box fair-good, one lid end missing, 
(5 pieces) Estimate: $1800-$2500

Lot 1160 Britains #49 South Australian Lancers  with officer, Second version, undated long  carbines, in original 
Whisstock box (1930).  Fair-good, one head repaired,  Box fair-good,  splits to lid and base edges and corners 
(5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1161 Britains #51 British Army Display  2 row set, combination of sets  #12 and #33,  
11th Hussars and 16th Lancers, with officers,  in original Types of the British Army  box,  
(1930), Good, three lancers mounted on black  horses, Box fair-good, fire damaged in one 
corner,  (10 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200
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Lot 1162 Britains #56 British Army Display  Grenadier Guards with 
rare mounted officer (based on Scots Grey casting) and the Buffs  at the 
ready, (no officer included with Buffs originally but one added, painted by 
Bill O’Brien, sword broken), all contained in a Types of the British Army 
original box, (1925) Good, 1 helmet spike gone, drumstick and bayonet 
neatly repaired, Box fair, grubby, part of lid edge gone, tie cards  incorrect 
(20 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1163 Britains #59 Royal Scots Greys double row set with officer, 
undated, in original Whisstock box (1930). Good, Box fair-good, splits 
and repairs to base and to lid (10 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1164 Britains #63 10th Bengal Lancers Display  with officer, 
second version, stamped Déposé, in original Sons of the Empire Indian 
Army box, (1930) Good, Box good, small split to lid edge, incorrect tie 
card (10 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1165 Britains #64 Indian Army Display  2 row set containing 2nd 
Madras Lancers with  trumpeter (stamped) and 7th Bengal Infantry,  
second version large figure at the slope, in original Sons of the Empire 
Indian Army box, (1930) Good, Box good, small split to lid edge (10 pieces)  
Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1166 Britains #66 First Bombay Lancers  with trumpeter, second 
version, embossed, in  Soldiers of Greater Britain printers  decorated box, 
(1935) Good, mismatched, Box  fair-good (5 pieces)  Estimate: $600-$800

Lot 1167 Britains #88 Seaforth Highlanders Charging  two row 
display set, undated square bases  with pipers without flares, in 
original  Whisstock box (1930),Good, one figure  mismatched (Argyll and 
Sutherland tartan),  Box fair-good,  (16 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1168 Britains #89 Cameron Highlanders firing  in original Types 
of the British Army Art  Deco box, Fourth version, feet apart,  with  
pipers (flared kilts)  (1937) Good, 1 lying  firing figure replaced by Argyll 
and  Sutherland Highlander, Box fair-good, splits to box base small 
parts of lid edge missing  (30 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500
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Lot 1169 Britains #90 
Coldstream Guards firing  
in original Types of the 
British Army box,  Third 
version, feet together, with 
musicians  and officers, 
ex John Graham collection  
(1930) Good, Box fair-
good, small parts of  lid 
edge missing (30 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1200 Lot 1170 Britains #100 21st Lancer with trumpeter  Review Order, dated 

in original printers  decorated box, (1920), Good, box fair-good,  small splits 
to some lid edges, 5 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1171 Britains #137 Royal Army Medical Corps  
in original box, Third version, full  trousers, new 
nurses, no moustaches (2 years only, 1940) Good, Box 
fair-good, neatly repaired missing a small part of lid 
edge (24 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1172 Britains #139 Chasseurs ‡ Cheval  with officer, Second version, undated, long 
carbines, in original Whisstock box (1930), Good, one head repaired, Box fair-good, slits to lid 
edges and base, (5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1173 Britains #141 Infanterie de Ligne at the slope  in original 
box, rare late version with blue kepis, Good, 2 bayonets gone Box fair, 
(1939) 8 pieces  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1174 Britains #143 Matelots at the trail  Second version unstamped rectangular bases, 
in original early printers decorated box with later slotted insert card (1925). Good, box fair 
-good, some splits corrugated card missing (8 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1175 Britains #144 Royal Field Artillery at the walk with officer in original box, Second version, collar harness 
2 seated gunners, (2 years only, 1906), Fair-good, all helmet balls gone, officer’s head repaired, gun tow loop missing, 
some traces detached, Box fair-good, missing some lid edges (11 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800
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Lot 1176 Britains #146 Royal Army Service Corps wagon  review 
order, with 2 seated men, in original box, First version, collar harness,  
(1910) Good, Box fair-good,  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1177 Britains #146A Royal Army Service Corps wagon  service 
dress, with 2 seated men, in original box, Second version, light harness,  
(1930)  Good, Box fair-good,  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1178 Britains #166 Italian Infantry  Marching at the slope with 
officer, second  version, undated, in original Whisstock box  (1930). Fair-
good, chips especially on bases,  Box fair-good, some splits (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1179 Britains #1617 Line Regiments  Blue walking out dress, 
with officer in  original box, Tan bases, commemorating the  1937 
Coronation, (1940) Good, Box good,  (8 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1180 Britains #171 Greek Infantry  Running at the trail with 
officer, third  version, full trousers, closed elbow, in  original early 
printers decorated box (1930).  Fair-good, box fair-good, replacement tie  
card (8 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1181 Britains #174 Montenegrin Infantry  marching at the trail 
with officer, second version, undated, in original printers decorated box 
(1930). Good, I arm loop damaged, Box fair-good, (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1182 Britains #178 Austro-Hungarian Foot Guards  Marching at the 
slope, Second version,  undated , in original early printers  decorated box 
(1940). Good, Box fair-good,  some splits (8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1183 Britains #198 Machine Gunners seated  in original printers 
decorated box for 6  gunners, scarce set, (1939) Good, one tripod  leg 
gone,  Box good, lid split in one corner, lid and tie card stamped by 
original owner “Ben” in various places (12 pieces) Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1184 Britains #202 Togoland Warriors  in original Whisstock box, 
scarce set, (1930) Good, but two mismatched, Box good, no tie card 
(8 pieces)  Estimate: $200-$400
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Lot 1185 Britains #203 Royal Engineers Pontoon wagon  in original box, with pontoon and two  
roadways, Second version, light harness,  (1932) Good, Box fair-good, small part of lid  edge missing 
(8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1186 Britains #211 18”Howitzer with 10 Horse Team  in original box, Second version, limber, but 
first version howitzer with fumed metal  finish and ammunition (1925), Fair-good, 4 whips damaged, 
traces incorrectly assembled, Box fair-good, inner packaging torn, (12 pieces)  Estimate: $2000-$3000

Lot 1187 Britains #213 Highland Light Infantry  at the slope, in 
original Whisstock Campaign  box, (1937) Excellent,  Box good, (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1188 Britains #217 Argentine Cavalry with lances  with officer, first 
version, in original  printers decorated box (1935). Good, Box  fair-good, 
some splits (5 pieces)  Estimate: $600-$1000

Lot 1189 Britains #220 Uruguayan Cavalry with lances  with officer, 
first version dark blue coats,  in original printers decorated box (1925).  
Good, Box good, (5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1190 Britains #227/2 US Army Doughboys  with officer in 
original box, Rare  uncatalogued double row set, (1930) Good, one  
arm loop damaged, paint on bases crazed, Box  fair-good, some 
splits, especially to lid  edges (16 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1191 Britains #1813 rare 
unlisted set  in original Types of 
the British Army box,   comprising 
Life Guards with Officer and Royal  
Norfolk Regiment, (1939) Good,  Box  
fair-good, part of base edge missing, 
tie  card replaced  (15 pieces)  
Estimate: $1800-$2400

Lot 1192 Britains #253 Welsh Guards at the slope  with 
mounted officer in original Types of  the World’s Armies box, 
(1935) Good, some arms loose, Box fair-good, slightly crushed  
(8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200
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Lot 1193 Britains #270 11th Hussars display  
with officer in original Whisstock Types of the 
British Army box, rare combination of mounted and 
dismounted figures, previously in the Henderson 
collection, (1936) Good, Box fair-significant parts 
of lid edge missing, label has childhood graffiti, 
(12 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1194 Britains #271 Skinners Horse  Duke of York’s Own 
Lancers, with trumpeter, First version in correct yellow uniforms, 
stamped, in original Whisstock box, (1930) Good, Box fair -good, 
slightly crushed (5 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1195 Britains #299 West Point Cadets at the 
slope in summer dress, in original box, Good, Box  fair, 
slightly crushed, (1936) 8 pieces Estimate: $120-$180

Lot 1196 Britains #303 Life Guards & 
Middlesex Regiment  display set with 
bell tent, in Types of the British Army 
original box, rare combination of figures,  
(1935) Good, Box fair-good, lid has small 
splits, (8 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1197 Britains #317 Royal Field Artillery at the halt  with officer in original box, Second version, new limber, (1935) Fair-
good, one matchstick repaired head, incorrect officer on  cantering horse, Box fair-good, (9 pieces) Estimate: $3000-$5000

Lot 1198 Britains #317 Royal 
Horse Artillery at the halt  with 
mounted officer and detachment of  
gunners in Service Dress, contained 
in original box, new limber, 
(1940) Good, officer mismatched 
(moustache), Box fair-good, lid split 
missing some inner packaging 
(17 pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$5000

Lot 1199 Britains #330 USA Aviation flying kit  short coats, side caps, 
in original printers decorated box, scarce set (1935) Good, Box good, 
(8 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1200 Britains #332 USA Aviation flying kit  in original printers 
decorated box, scarce  set (1935) Mint,  Box good, (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1201 Britains #334 USA Aviation service dress  enlisted men, 
privates, in peak caps, in original Types of the USA Forces box, scarce  
set, (1935) Mint, Box good, (8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200
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Lot 1202 Britains #407 Royal Navy Display  in original Whisstock 
Armies of the World  box, First version, Blue and White Jackets  
running at the trail with officers,  (1935)  Good, 1 sword and rifle tip 
gone, one  mismatched, Box fair-good, missing tie card, (16 pieces)  
Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1203 Britains #422 Prussian Hussars display  with officer 
in original Armies of the World,  rare double row set, previously 
unrecorded,  (1931), sold in the Bonhams November 2007  sale 
catalogued by James Opie,  Good,  1  lance point gone, one trooper 
missing, Box fair - significant parts of base and lid  edges missing, 
(9 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1204 Britains #430 Life Guards Display set  combination of sets 
#1 and #400, winter and  summer dress, with officers, undated, in  
original Whisstock box (1935). Good, some  arms loose, Box fair-good, 
repairs and taped  (10 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1205 Britains #460 
Scots Guards Colour Party  
in original Whisstock box, 
Second version,  all figures 
in full trousers,  (1939)  
Excellent, Box fair-good, 
lid neatly repaired, 
no tie card (7 pieces)  
Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1206 Britains #501a b sized Hussars second grade  in original Fort 
series box, Good, Box good  (1938) 5 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600 Lot 1207 Britains #745A Rare 2nd Grade Display  Life Guards 

and 1st Royal Dragoons tied into rare Types of the British army Art 
Deco box, (1936) Good, Box fair-good, (9 pieces)  
Estimate: $600-$800

Lot 1208 Britains #1291 
Band of the Royal Marines  
in original Whisstock box, 
First version, gaitered 
drummers, (1934) Good, 
1 side  drummer 
mismatched (full trousers), 
bass drum retouched, 
Box fair,  (12 pieces) 
 Estimate: $700-$900 Lot 1209 Britains #1294 British Infantry Tropical Dress  Marching 

at the slope with empty handed officer in original Armies of the World 
box (1938). Excellent, box good but missing slotted tie card (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $500-$1000

Lot 1210 Britains #1310 British Army Combination set  in unusual 
Types of the British Army original  unnumbered box, containing 4 Fusilier 
and 3 Scots Guards with an officer, previously in the Ruby collection 
(1934) Good, Box good, (8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200
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Lot 1211 Britains #1326 British Army Display  2 row set, combination of sets  
#77 and #107, Gordon Highlanders with pipers and Irish Guards marching at the 
slope with officer, in original Types of the World’s Armies box, (1938), Good, Box 
fair-good, base split, small part of edge gone, lid split and parts of edge gone, 
including end label,  (16  pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1212 Britains #1329 RASC Limbered Wagon at the walk  
in original box, Fourth version, light  harness, new limber, (1938) 
Good, Box good, (4 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1213 Britains #1331 GS Limbered Wagon service dress  at 
the gallop, in original box, First  version, (1935) Good, head neatly 
repaired, Box fair-good, (4 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1214 Britains #1334 Army 4 
Wheel Tipper, Lorry  with driver in 
original box, Rare Blue “RAF” colour 
scheme, (1948) Good, tail gate 
detached, Box good, some splits to 
lid (2 pieces) Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1215 Britains #1366 French Infantry firing  in original box, rare 
issue 2 years only,  khaki service dress with officer (1940) Good, Box 
good, (7 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1216 Britains #1373 
US Army Engineers 
Pontoon wagon  in 
rare US Army Engineers 
original box, with pontoon 
and roadway, Unlisted 
set, light  harness, (1935) 
Good, 1 roadway missing, 
Box fair-good, (7 pieces)  
Estimate: $2500-$3500

Lot 1217 Britains #1395 King’s Own Scottish Borderers  at the slope, 
in original Armies of the World box, scarce set, (1935) Good, Box good, 
split to base corner (8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1218 Britains #1433 Army Caterpillar Lorry  
with driver in original box,  (1938) Good, Box good, 
some rust stains on lid (2 pieces)  
Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1219 Britains #1440 Royal Field Artillery service  dress, with officer in original box, 
Fourth version, light harness, new limber, (1940) Good, officer slight mismatch), Box fair-good, 
(11 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2000
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Lot 1220 Britains #1461 Unlisted British Army Display  Special order for Gamages, in 
two layer  original box with Gamages label ,comprising  Middlesex Regiment with band 
and colours and other types, including 21st Lancers and General Staff Officers (1938) 
Good, Box fair-good, base somewhat crushed, splits to lid, significant foxing to tie cards, 
(40 Pieces)  Estimate: $5000-$7000
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Lot 1222 Britains #1538 Territorials (green uniforms)  marching at the slope, with 
officer in original box, Tan bases, commemorating the 1937 Coronation, (1940) Good, 
Box good, small split to box lid corner (8 pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1224 Britains #1619 Royal Marines in Tropical Dress  marching at the 
slope with officer, in original “Types of the Royal Navy” box, no  moustaches, 
Good, Box fair-good (1939) 8 pieces  Estimate: $500-$800

Lot 1225 Britains #1641 Underslung Lorry rare Blue  finish, with driver, 
in original Mechanical transport and Air Force Equipment box,   (1940) Good, 
driver fair, locating pin for trailer missing, Box good, split to lid edge (2 pieces)  
Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1226 Britains #1733 Hugar Nissan Army Hut  in original corrugated 
card box, (1940) Rare item, Good, Box poor-fair, missing parts of lid flaps 
(1 piece)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1223 Britains #1614 British Infantry  
Display  marching at the slope, with officer in 
original box, Tan bases, commerating the 1937 
Coronation, (1940) Good, Box good, small split to 
box lid corner (8 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1221 Britains #1462 Motorized Royal Artillery  in original box, half tracked lorry, short  pole limber and RA gun 
with driver (1936) Good, tracks replaced, Box good,  (4 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1227 Britains #1743 Hugar Field Gun emplacement  in original (Hugar #711) 
card box,  (1940)  Rare item, with AA gun and two gunners, Good,  Box fair -good, 
crushed, lid split (4  pieces) as pictured in Opie GBB book photo  #607  
Estimate: $700-$1000

Lot 1228 Britains #1744 
Hugar Machine gun 
emplacement  in original 
(Hugar #712) card box,  
(1940)  Rare item, with 
unrelated German machine  
gunner, Good, Box fair-good 
(2 pieces) as  pictured in 
Opie GBB book photo #609  
Estimate: $400-$700
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Lot 1230 Britains #1847 Argentine Naval Cadets  Rare 2 row display, with officer, made 
for  Harrods in Buenos Aires (ex Bonhams sale, catalogued by James Opie lot #1061),  (1939)  
Very good,  (16 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1231 Britains #1872 Uncatalogued Historical Series  very rare series produced for FAO Schwarz,  two row set 
containing individual types of  the world’s armies, in this case foot figures  from sets #15, 19, 69, 77, 114, 117, 122,  212,  
214, 225, 1293, 1518, 1519, 1542, 1545, 1554, Good, few chips, Princess Patricia’s  Light Infantry man replacing the RCMP, 
Box  fair-good, splits to lid edge, end label  damaged (16 pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$4000

Lot 1229 Britains #1831 Royal Artillery Gun and limber  rare set to complement Britains 
lorries, with rare short-pole limber, contained in original box, comprising set #1201 and 
#1479, 2 years only, (1940) Good, Box good (2 pieces)  Estimate: $250-$350

Lot 1232 Britains #1889 Uncatalogued Historical Series  very rare series produced for 
FAO Schwarz, two row set containing individual types of the world’s armies, in this case foot 
figures  from sets #18, 17, 74, 82, 88, 120, 172,  182, 314, 1424, 1436, 1617, 1711, 1856, 
157, 120, (1940) Good, one rifle missing, Box fair,-poor, splits to base and lid edges 
(16 pieces)  Estimate: $2000-$3000
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Lot 1233 Britains #1890 Uncatalogued Historical Series  very rare series 
produced for FAO Schwarz,  two row set containing individual types of  the 
world’s armies, in this case cavalry  figures from sets #24, 46, 106, 164, 
315,  31,47,128,220 and 1711, (1940) Good,  Box fair-good, splits to base 
and lid edges (10  pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$4000

Lot 1234 Britains #1891 Uncatalogued Historical Series  very rare 
series produced for FAO Schwarz,  two row set containing individual types 
of  the world’s armies, in this case cavalry  figures from sets  #3,12,33,
43,44,81,83,315,1343,1631, Excellent, tied in Box poor-fair, splits to  lid 
edges (10 pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$4000

Lot 1235 Britains #1903  Indian Army Mountain Battery  with 
mounted officer, in original Indian Army box, (1940) Good, Box good, 
small split to  lid edge (11 pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$4000

Lot 1236 Britains #1905 USA Aviation Display set  in original US Army Air Corps box, special  
composition for FAO Schwartz (18/159), Very  rare 1 year only, (1940) Good, Box fair-good, 
tie card replaced  (16 pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$5000

Lot 1237 Britains #1913 Cameronians at the slope  with officer, in original 
Aukinleck series  box, Empty hand officer, with black gloves,  Rare, Good, Box 
fair -good, tie card water  stained (1940) 7 pieces  Estimate: $2000-$3000

Lot 1238 Britains #2014 Band of the US 
Marine Corps  Review Order, in original 
ROAN box, scarce  set, (1950) Good, 
mace damaged,  Box  fair-good, slightly 
crushed, missing some lid  edges 
(21 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500
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Lot 1239 Britains #2015 Red Army Display  in original ROAN box, 
one year only, (1948)  Very good, Box fair-good, lid water damaged  
(13 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1240 Britains #2037 Ski Trooper  in original 
Picture Box, Rare, (1952) Very  good, Box good, (1 piece) 
Estimate: $150-$400

Lot 1241 Britains #2049 
Life Guards and Scots 
Guards  3 row Display set, 
combination of sets #1 and 
#75, special order for FAO 
Schwarz, tied into original 
ROAN box (1950),Excellent, 
Box good, lid corners 
popped (19 pieces)  
Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1242 Britains #2110 US Military Band, Full Dress  
tied in to original ROAN box, 1956-1962 only, (1958) Mint, 
Box good, neat repairs to one  lid corner,  (25 pieces)  
Estimate: $2000-$3000

Lot 1243 Britains #2113 Band of the Grenadier Guards  tied in 
to original ROAN box, (1958) Excellent, Box good, one lid corner 
repaired (25 pieces) Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1244 Britains #2117 US Band in steel helmets  in original 
ROAN box, First version, 1956-1961 only, (1959), side drum transfers 
gone, Box fair-good, lid edges split, label damaged,  (12 pieces)  
Estimate: $600-$800

Lot 1245 Britains #2120 3rd King’s Own 
Hussars  in original “Half set” box, Scarce, short 
lived attempt by Britains to boost sales by issuing 
smaller sets, (1959)  Very Good, Box  good, end 
label missing (3 pieces)  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1246 Britains #2126 the Black Watch  
in original “Half set” box, Scarce, short lived 
attempt by Britains to boost sales by issuing 
smaller sets, (1959)  Very Good, a few chips, 
Box good,  (3 pieces)  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1247 Britains #2129 Royal Artillery 
detachment  in original “Half set” box, Scarce, 
short  lived attempt by Britains to boost sales 
by  issuing smaller sets, (1959)  Very Good,  
Box  good,  (4 pieces)  Estimate: $250-$400
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Lot 1248 Britains #2135 Danish Hussar and Life 
Guards  in original “Half set” box, Scarce, short  
lived attempt by Britains to boost sales by issuing 
smaller sets, (1959)  Very Good,  Box good,  
(3 pieces)  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1249 Britains #2137 French Foreign Legion  in original 
“Half set” box, Scarce, short  lived attempt by Britains to boost 
sales by issuing smaller sets, (1959)  Very Good, unusual 
standing officer retouched, Box fair-good, base slightly 
crushed, some graffiti (4 pieces)  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1250 Britains #2138 French Tirailleurs with 
officer  in original “Half set” box, Scarce, short  
lived attempt by Britains to boost sales by issuing 
smaller sets, (1959)  Very Good, tail bent, Box 
good, (3 pieces)  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1251 Britains #2144 Russian Infantry 
and Cavalry  in original “Half set” box, Scarce, 
short  lived attempt by Britains to boost sales by  
issuing smaller sets, (1959)  Very Good, a few 
chips, Box good, (3 pieces)  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1252 Britains #2146 North American 
Indians half set  in original “Half set” box, 
Scarce, short  lived attempt by Britains to 
boost sales by issuing smaller sets, (1959)  
Very Good,  Box good, (3 pieces)  
Estimate: $300-$500

Lot 1253 Britains #2147 Arabs mounted 
and on foot  in original “Half set” box, 
Scarce, short lived attempt by Britains to 
boost sales by issuing smaller sets, (1959)  
Very Good, horse tail slightly bent Box fair-
good,  splits to lid (3 pieces)  
Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1254 Britains #2153 Band of the Royal Marines  tied in to 
original ROAN box, 3 years only, (1958) Excellent, Box good, (12 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1255 Britains #2158 Royal Canadian Mounted 
Policeman  in original Picture Box, Rare, (1958) Very  
good, Box good,  (1 piece)  Estimate: $200-$400

Lot 1256 Britains #2179 Pipe Band of the Black Watch  
in original ROAN box, “short set”, 1 year only, (1959) Mint, 
but one piper replaced by a Scots Guard, Box fair-good, 
lid split  (9 pieces)  Estimate: $600-$800

Lot 1257 Britains  Picture Packs: Wild West  
in original boxes, hard to find, (1959) Very Good, Boxes 
good, (5 pieces)  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1258 Britains  Picture Packs: US Civil War  
in original boxes, hard to find, (1959) Very Good, 
Boxes good,  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1259 Britains  Picture Packs: Household 
Cavalry  in original boxes, hard to find, (1959) Very  
Good, Boxes good, (5 pieces)  Estimate: $200-$300
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Lot 1260 Britains  Picture Packs: Assorted Cavalry  
in original boxes, hard to find, (1959)  Very Good,  
Boxes good,  (4 pieces)  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1261 Britains  Picture Packs: Assorted Foot  
in original boxes, hard to find, (1959)  Very Good, 
Boxes good,  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1262 Britains  Picture Packs: Scots Guards  
in original boxes, hard to find, (1959) Very Good, Boxes 
good, (6 pieces)  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1263 Britains  Picture Packs: Foreign Legion  
and Arabs in original boxes, hard to find,  (1959)  Very 
Good,  Boxes good,  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1264 Britains #3/117 Picture Packs Counter Display  large format Counter Sales display, Rare,  (1957)  Figures excellent, 
Case good,  (33  pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$5000 *Extra $50 shipping charge due to large lot size

Lot 1265 Britains  Picture Packs Saleman’s Sample  large format salesman’s sample 
box, Rare, (1959) Very Good, Box good, some set number labels detached or missing 
(19 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1266 Britains  Picture 
Packs:  RAF and US forces  
(assorted foot) in original 
boxes, hard to find, (1959) Very 
Good, Boxes good, (4 pieces)  
Estimate: $200-$300

Lot 1267 Britains rare unlisted set British Infantry  at the slope, in service dress, peak caps  
with officer, based on US doughboy casting  with peak caps, (1940) Contained in a box for  set 
#227 Good, Box fair-good, base  mismatched, no tie card (8 pieces)  Estimate: $800-$1200
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Lot 1268 Britains #SA 139-6 Chasseurs ‡ Cheval  in 
original box, Rare “Special assortment”  prepared for 
particular retailers, comprising  6 undated Chasseurs with 
long carbines,  (1933) Good,  Box fair-good,  (6 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1269 Britains #SA  German Army cavalry and infantry  in original box, Rare “Special 
assortment”  prepared for particular retailers, comprising  5 undated Prussian Hussars and 
8 Prussian  Infantry , (1933) Good,  Box fair-good, some  splits to lid (13 pieces)  
Estimate: $2000-$3000

Lot 1270 Britains #SA 218/5 Spanish Cavalry  in 
original box, Rare “Special assortment”  prepared for 
particular retailers, comprising  5 Spanish cavalry, 
including officer (1933)  Good,  Box fair-good, tie card 
replaced (5  pieces)  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1271 Britains 249 British Army Territorials  in 
original Whisstock Types of the British  Army box, rare 
combination of cavalry and  infantry, comprising 3 
Territorial Yeomanry  and 4 infantry at the trail, (1940)  
Previously in the Henderson Collection, Good, Box fair-
good,  (7 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1272 Britains #SA 43/6 2nd Life Guards  in 
original Types of the World’s Armies box,  Rare 
“Special assortment” prepared for  particular retailers, 
comprising 5 empty  handed Life Guards and 
trumpeter also mounted  on galloping horse, (1939) 
Good,  Box fair, missing most lid edges,  (6 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1000

Lot 1273 Britains #SA 121/9 Royal West Surrey 
Regiment  in original box, Rare “Special assortment”  
prepared for particular retailers, comprising 6 
marching at the slope, drummer, bugler and officer 
with flag, (1938) Good, Box fair-good, some damage 
to base, (9 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1274 Britains #SA213/9 Highland Light Infantry  
in original box entitled “English Infantry), Rare 
“Special assortment” prepared for  particular retailers, 
comprising 9 figures from set # 213 marching at 
the slope, (1935) Good, Box fair-good, (9 pieces)  
Estimate: $700-$900
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Lot 1275 Britains #SA1/14 Life Guards  in large format original box, 
Rare “Special  assortment” prepared for particular retailers, comprising 
14 figures from set #1,  including officer on rearing horse, (1935) Good, 
Box fair-good, tie card replaced (14 pieces) Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1276 Britains unlisted set 21st Lancers  with officer,  in an 
Auckinleck Personality Series Wartime issue box, very rare, Good, (1940) 
Box fair-good, splits to lid edges tie card missing (4 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1277 Britains 
unlisted set Marine 
Band unusual 
composition with two 
bassoons and two bass 
tubas contained in a 
Churchill Personality 
Series Wartime issue 
box, very rare, Good,  
(1940) Box good 
(12 pieces)  
Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1278 Britains unlisted Cavalry Display  3 row set, with unusual combination from sets  #31, 32, and 128, tied in to a 
Cunningham  Personality Series Wartime issue box, very rare, Good, (1940) Box good (15 pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$5000

Lot 1279 Britains unlisted set Highland Light 
Infantry  and 4th Hussars, unusual configuration,  
contained in a Wavell Personality Series  Wartime 
issue box, Very rare, Good, (1940) Box good (7 pieces)  
Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1280 Britains #2171 RAF Colour 
Party  in incorrect ROAN box, ex Stuart 
Saxe collection, with letter of authenticity 
from Chris Fruin of London Toy Soldiers, 
Very rare, (1958) Very Good, (4 pieces)  
Estimate: $1500-$2500
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Lot 1281 Britains Paris Office French Artillery  at the walk, Review Order, Collar Harness,  Dated 1904, with 4 seated gunners and mounted officer (1915) 
Good, seated gunners not  matching (13 pieces)  Estimate: $5000-$7000

Lot 1282 Britains Paris Office French Army Supply wagon  Review 
order,  2 horse wagon, Collar harness,  Dated 1904,  with 2 seated men   
(1915)  Good,  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1283 Britains Paris Office French Army Supply wagon  Service dress,  
4 horse wagon, Collar  harness, Dated 1904,  with 2 seated men    (1915) 
Good,  (7 pieces)  Estimate: $2500-$3500

Lot 1284 Britains Paris Office French Army Supply wagon  Service 
dress, 2 horse wagon, Collar harness, Dated 1904, with 2 seated men, 
ex Rolak collection (1915) Good, (5 pieces)  Estimate: $2500-$3500

Lot 1285 Britains Paris Office French Army Supply wagon  Review 
Order,  2 horse wagon, Collar harness, Dated 1904, with 2 seated men, 
ex Rolak collection (1915) Good,  (7 pieces)  Estimate: $2000-$2500

Lot 1286 Britains Paris Office Greek Cavalry  with officer and trumpeter, Dated 
12.12.02  and stamped Déposé (1915) Good, (5 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1287 Britains #165 Italian Cavalry with officer  At the halt, 
Double dated and stamped Déposé,  (1915) Good, 1 arm missing  
(5 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900
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Lot 1288 Britains Paris Office Belgian Infantry  at the trail with officer 
and bugler, khaki service dress, stamped Déposé (1917) Ex Lyle Maple 
collection, Good,  (9 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1289 Britains Paris Office Chasseurs ‡ Cheval  at the halt, with 
officer, Double dated, stamped Déposé, Short carbines, (1908) Ex Lenoir 
Josey Collection, Very good, (7  pieces)  Estimate: $2500-$3500

Lot 1290 Britains Paris Office Cuirassiers  at the walk, with officer 
and rare trumpeter, Double dated, stamped Déposé, (1915) Good,
(6 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1291 Britains Paris Office French Infantry  officer with flag 
and bugler, with dark blue  helmets and brown straps, with 8 London  
issues Poilus at the slope, stamped Déposé  (1916) Good,  (10 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$2000

Lot 1292 Britains Paris Office French Infantry in action  lying firing 
in kepis, with officer, together  with non-matching machine gunner and  
standing officer  with binoculars, most  stamped Déposé (1916) Good,  
(10 pieces)  Estimate: $2000-$3000

Lot 1293 Britains Paris Office Prussian Hussars  with officer in 
service dress,  (1910)  Fair-good, one arm screwed in place,  non-
matching group (6 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1294 Britains Paris Office Indian Army at the slope  stamped Déposé,  
and with white Turbans   (1916) Fair-good, not matching (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1200 Lot 1295 Britains Paris Office French Cavalry at the 

halt  with officer and trumpeter, at the halt, in  service 
dress, Double dated, stamped Déposé  (1915) Fair-good,  
(5 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1296 Britains Paris Office French Infantry charging  with mounted officer, 
Service dress,  and  trumpeter, at the halt, in service dress,  Double dated, 
stamped Déposé (1915)  Fair-good, most bayonets gone (13 pieces)  
Estimate: $2000-$4000
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Lot 1297 Britains Paris Office Infanterie de Ligne  at the slope 
with fixed arm officer and  bugler, Dark Blue coats, Oval bases, 
stamped  Déposé, (1905) Fair-good, officer  non-matching (10 pieces)  
Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1298 Britains Paris Cuirassiers in original box with officer, 
at the walk, Double dated, stamped Déposé, in Soldats en Metal 
Fondu box, Ex Miele collection (1915) Fair-good,  Box fair-good 
(6 pieces) Estimate: $4000-$6000

Lot 1299 Britains Paris Dragons  with officer and rare trumpeter  at the 
halt carrying carbines, Double dated, stamped Déposé, in reproduction box 
(1915) Fair-good, mismatched, Box fair-good 
(6 pieces)  Estimate: $2000-$4000

Lot 1300 Britains Paris Office French Army Officer  
General with Binoculars, stamped Déposé  (1915) 
Good,  (1 piece)  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1301 Britains Paris Office French Army Officer  
Service dress with Binoculars, stamped Déposé  
(1915) Good,  (1 piece)  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1302 Britains Paris Office French Army Officer  
at the halt, Review Order, with kepi (1915)  Good,  
(1 piece)  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1303 Britains Paris Office RAMC  at the halt, 
with binoculars (1915) Good,  (1 piece)  
Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1304 Britains Paris Office British General 
at the trot, Review Order, Ex Henderson collection 
(1915) Good, (1 piece) Estimate: $500-$700
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Lot 1305 Britains Paris Office Belgian Infantry  at the 
ready (bayonet gone) together with 7  London issue figures, 
stamped Déposé (1915)  Good,  (8 pieces)  
Estimate: $800-$1200

Lot 1306 Britains Paris Office 
British Officer  based on the 
RAMC officer casting in peak cap, 
Ex Rolak collection (1916) Good,  
(1 piece)  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1307 Britains Paris Office 
British Officer based on the 
Chauffeur casting with sword  
(1916) Good, (1 piece) 
 Estimate: $300-$500

Lot 1308 Britains Paris Office British 
Officer  mounted officer with binoculars, 
steel  helmet, Ex Ruby collection (1916) 
Good,  (1 piece)  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1309 Britains Paris Office British 
Officer  mounted officer stamped Déposé, 
steel helmet,  Ex Ruby collection (1916) 
Good,  (1 piece)  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1310 Britains Paris Office Dragons Band  Probably a one-off 
special order, based on  the standard Dragon casting but with various  
instrument arms added, Probably Unique (1916)  Fair-good, I horse leg 
missing (7 pieces)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1311 Britains Paris Office British Cavalry  at the halt with trumpeter, 
carrying short  carbines, based on the double dated horse,  with the same head 
as used in the Bugarian  Infantry (1916) Good, 1 carbine damaged,  non-matching  
(11 pieces)  Estimate: $3000-$4000

Lot 1312 Britains Paris Office US Cavalry  with officer on white 
horse, based on  Imperial Yeomanry casting, no moustaches   
(1916) Fair-good, non-matching (6 piece)  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1313 Britains Paris Office Austro-Hungarian 
Infantry  at the slope with foot and mounted officer at  
the halt, Ex Ruby collection (1916) Good,   (9 pieces)  
Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1314 Britains Paris Office British infantry  in 
Steel helmets (as set #195); but stamped  Déposé, 
and with smaller head which was  unique to the Paris 
office, Good; one helmet  over painted one rifle sling 
damaged (1916) 8  pieces  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1315 Britains Paris Office Chasseurs ‡  Grande 
Tenue with flag bearer and trumpeter,  rare figures only 
supplied by the Paris  Office, Fair-good (1916) 9 pieces  
Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1316 Britains Paris Office b sized British cavalry  
in service dress, fixed arm, all on black  horses; 
unique to the Paris Office, Good; one  non-standing leg 
broken, small hole on hip  of one figure (1916) 4 pieces  
Estimate: $250-$400
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Lot 1317 Britains Paris Office b sized Chasseurs ‡ 
Pieds  at the slope, rare figures only offered by  the 
Paris Office, Fair-poor, damage and  repairs, (1916) 
9 pieces  Estimate: $120-$180

Lot 1318 Britains Paris Office b sized Infanterie 
de  Ligne at the slope with officer, Rare figures  only 
offered by the Paris Office, Fair,  damage to 4 rifle tips; 
hole in chest of one  poilu, (1916) 9 pieces 
Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1319 Britains Paris Office b sized Infanterie de  
Ligne, Horizon blue service dress, Matching row of 7,  
One of the smallest sets sold by  the Paris Office, Good, 
(1916) 7 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1320 Britains Paris Office b sized Hussards  
Francaise or Chasseurs ‡ Cheval, all fixed  arm,  
including officer on a grey and “trumpeter” on 
palomino, Fair-good (1916) 8 pieces 
Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1321 Britains Paris Office Chasseurs ‡ Cheval  
at the trot, including trumpeter; no lace,  Fair, some 
damaged and repairs, paint  discoloured by smoke, 
(1916) 7 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600

Lot 1322 Britains Paris Office 
Chasseur a Pieds at the slope, 
square base; quite pale grey  
uniforms, Good; rifle neatly repaired, 
(1910) 1 piece Estimate: $120-$180

Lot 1323 Britains Paris Office Cuirassiers  with officer & 
trumpeter, double dated;  stamped Déposé, the trumpeter was 
unique to  the Paris Office, Fair-good; 1 arm replaced,  3 swords 
damaged; some pompoms missing (1916)  10 pieces  
Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1324 Britains Paris Office Dragons  with rare trumpeter 
(with red plume) and  officer on rare walking horse (the officer  
and trumpeter were only offered by the  Paris), Fair-good, (1916) 
6 pieces  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1325 Britains Paris Office Infantry en Grande Tenue  
with flag bearer, Rare figures only offered  by the Paris 
Office, Fair-good, flag bearer  fair, flag retouched, (1919) 7 
pieces  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1326 Britains Paris Office Infanterie de 
Ligne  or possibly Turcos mounted officer, (fixed  
arm, mounted on horse normally used for the  
mountain artillery), grey jacket, red  trousers, 
Good (1912) 1 piece  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1327 Britains Paris Office Infanterie de Ligne  
service dress (Adrian helmets), marching at  the slope, 
dark blue helmets with brown  helmet strap, Good, 
(1919) 6 pieces  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1328 Britains Paris Office Poilus in action  
standing, kneeling and lying firing with 2  machine 
gunners, matching group with dark  blue helmets and 
brown helmet straps,  Fair-good, but with some neat 
retouching  (1916) 10 pieces  Estimate: $400-$600
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Lot 1329 Britains Paris Office Turcos charging  with very rare officer, 
square bases, stamped  Déposé Fair; some bayonets gone; officer’s  
sword neatly repaired (1914) 9 pieces  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1330 Britains Paris Office Zulus  unique wider base, 
stamped Déposé only used  by the Paris Office, Good, 
(1916) 3 pieces  Estimate: $120-$180

Lot 1331 Britains Paris Office 
Prussian Hussar  with lance, Grey 
uniform; brown horse, Good (1915) 
1 piece  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1332 Britains Paris Office Infanterie de 
ligne  at the slope “en grande tenue”, Fair-good,  
some smoke discolouration, arms replaced,  
(1915) 5 pieces  Estimate: $200-$400

Lot 1333 Britains Paris Office 5th Dragoon Guards  
“Dragons Anglais”, including trumpeter, Based  on the 
Cuirassier casting and stamped Déposé, Good; arms 
loose (1920) 4 pieces  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1334 Britains Paris Office Arab display  with “officer”, 
Complete set, all mounted on  horseback, Stamped Déposé; 
Green and  orange/red robes; armed with jezails,  officer/
chief armed with a scimitar,  Fair-good (1915) 12 pieces  
Estimate: $600-$900

Lot 1335 Britains Paris Office Belgian infantry  khaki 
service dress, Adrian helmets, stamped  Déposé, red 
collar tabs and red trouser  stripes, Good, one bayonet 
damaged (1916) 5  pieces  Estimate: $300-$500

Lot 1336 Britains Paris Office Belgian 
infantry  service dress, marching at the slope 
in khaki  service, stamped Déposé, red collar 
tabs but  no red trouser stripes, Good, (1916) 
3  pieces  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1337 Britains Paris Office British Cavalry  in khaki service 
dress, with carbines, at the  halt (originally identified by James Opie as  
Bulgarians but almost certainly intended to  represent “Les Anglais”, 
Fair-good (1915) 4  pieces  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1338 Britains Paris Office British Infantry  lying firing, with kneeling 
officer holding  binoculars, (castings unique to the Paris  Office, Good, officer 
fair, missing end of  scabbard (1916) 9 pieces  Estimate: $800-$1000

Lot 1339 Britains Paris Office Chasseurs ‡ Cheval  or Hussards, at 
the halt with carbines (ex Ruby collection), Grey jackets, the casting  at 
the halt was unique to the Paris Office, Good; one arm loose, (1910) 4 
pieces  Estimate: $1500-$2500
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Lot 1340 Britains Paris Office Chasseurs ‡ Cheval  with officer & 
trumpeter, trotting, officer on cantering horse, dark blue jackets no lace, 
Very good (1916) 5 pieces  Estimate: $1000-$1500 Lot 1341 Britains Paris Office Chasseurs ‡ Cheval  Hussards at the halt with 

trumpeter, light  grey jackets; officer on cantering horse,  part of a large display 
set (probably missing  2 figures), Fair, paint slightly faded,  (1916) 10 pieces  
Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1342 Britains Paris Office Chasseurs ‡ Pieds  at the trail, 
with officer and flag bearer,  square base; dark blue greatcoats, only  
offered by the Paris Office, Fair-good, 4  rifle tips gone, some chips, 
flag bearer  fair, flag retouched (1916) 11 pieces  
Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1343 Britains Paris Office Chasseurs ‡ Pieds  at the slope in great 
coats with officer and  trumpeter, Fair-good; two rifles neatly  repaired, 
(1916) 12 pieces  Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1344 Britains Paris Office French Cavalry  service dress, Adrian 
helmets, at the halt,  castings were unique to the Paris Office,  Fair-good; 
two carbines damaged (1910) 4  pieces  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1345 Britains Paris Office Infanterie de Ligne  marching at the 
slope, with foot and mounted  officers (were unique to the Paris),  Fair-
good, (1915), 13 pieces  Estimate: $1000-$1500

Lot 1346 Britains Paris Office Prussian Hussars  including officer & 
trumpeter; matching set  in brown-grey uniforms, paint finish and the  
trumpeter casting were unique to the Paris  Office, Good, (1916) 5 pieces  
Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1347 Britains Paris Office Zouaves  with two officers, including 
a flag bearer,  characteristic Paris Office white faces,  square bases 
stamped Déposé, Fair-good, many  rifles /bayonets damaged; flag 
repainted,  (1915) 16 pieces  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1348 Britains Paris Office Zulus  unique larger base only used by 
the Paris  Office, chocolate-brown flesh tones,  Fair-good, one assegai 
damaged, (1912) 8  pieces  Estimate: $400-$600
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Lot 1349 Britains #1834 Scots Guards in steel helmets  at the slope with officer, in original 
Armies  of the World box, Unlisted set,  Ex Rolak  collection, band (1940) Very rare, Good, Box  
good  (8 pieces)  Estimate: $1800-$2500

Lot 1350 Britains #1828 British Infantry at ease  in steel helmets, in original Armies of the  
World box, Ex Schrechter collection, 2nd  version, webbing equipment (1939) Very rare,  Good, Box 
Good,  (8 pieces)  Estimate: $1500-$2500

Lot 1351 Britains #1254 Royal Engineers Pontoon wagon  steel helmets, in original box,  (1940) Very  rare, Good, 
one roadway missing, Box good,  label damaged  (7 pieces)  Estimate: $2500-$3500

Lot 1352 Britains #1450 RAMC wagon steel helmets  with two seated orderlies (1940) 
Very rare,  Fair-good, 2 hooves and one leg gone (7  pieces)  Estimate: $500-$800

Lot 1353 Britains #318 Royal Artillery at the halt  steel helmets, with mounted officer and  gunners, Ex Miele collection (1940) Very  rare, Good  (17 pieces)  Estimate: $5000-$8000
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Lot 1354 Britains #1440 Royal Artillery at the walk  steel helmets, with mounted officer, Ex Miele  collection (1940) Very rare, Good,   (9  pieces)  Estimate: $5000-$7000

Lot 1355 Britains 
#1915 US infantry 
in steel helmets  at 
the slope with officer, 
Doughboy figure  with 
British style steel 
helmet, Unlisted  set, 
together with additional 
repainted  bugler and 
flagbearer (1940) Very 
rare, Good   (17 pieces)  
Estimate: $1800-$2500

Lot 1356 Britains #1916 
US Army band in steel 
helmets  Ex Pudney 
collection, Unlisted set,  
(1940) Very rare, Good 
(12 pieces)  
Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1357 Britains #1339  RHA gunners in steel helmets  with officer (1940) Very rare, Good, one arm  missing  (5 pieces)  
Estimate: $1000-$1500
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Lot 1362 Johillco and Charbens Finnish skier  doctor, gas 
masked sentry, wounded man being  rescued, and casualty on 
crutches (1930)  Good,  (5 pieces)  Estimate: $300-$500

Lot 1363 Timpo Swedish Flag 
Bearer  Rare variation on the normal 
US flag bearer,  developed especially 
for the Swedish market  (1956) Good,  
(1 piece)  Estimate: $100-$200

Lot 1364 Heyde or large scale race horse 
and jockey  with hounds, (8” tall), also 
includes two  large hounds soldered to the 
horse’s legs,  Good; few chips on one side, 
(1920) 1 piece  Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1365 Charbens Steam Roller in original box  
Rare, made to complement the road workers set, Very 
good, Box good (1938) 1 piece  (although the illustrated 
box label shows a driver, this was never supplied)  
Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1366 Elastolin Large hilltop fort  with tunnel for 
train, Magnificent display  item, Good, (1950) 1 piece  
Estimate: $500-$700  *Extra $50 shipping charge due 
to large lot size

Lot 1367 Heyde large scale race horses  at full gallop, 80mm scale, Very good, (1930)  3 pieces  
Estimate: $1200-$1800

Lot 1368 Spenkuch 18th century Dragoons with swords  
no 2. (standard Heyde size), 14 men on  unusual, separate, 
hollowcast horses,  Fair-good some plumes bent (1920) 28 
pieces  Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1358 Britains #1917 US Cavalry in steel helmets  unlisted set, 
special order for FAO Schwartz,  Ex Wade collection  (1940) Very rare, 
Good   (3 pieces)  Estimate: $700-$900

Lot 1359 Britains Scots Guards in steel helmets  
at the “long trail”, Sigourney collection (1940) 
Very rare, Good  (3 pieces)  Estimate: $600-$900 Lot 1360 Britains #329 Sentry and 

box, steel helmet  First version sentry 
at ease, full trousers, (1939) Very rare, 
Good, a few chips, (2 pieces)  
Estimate: $250-$400

Lot 1361 Britains #1897 Casualty in steel helmet  
(1940) Very rare, Good (1 piece)  
Estimate: $200-$300
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Lot 1369 CBG Miniature French Army Revue  in wooden box (as featured 
in OTS Magazine,  Fall, 2017, Magnificent Review, 10mm scale, with infantry, 
cavalry and artillery, all  contained in a box with scenic background,  Fair-good, 
one horse drawn ammunition caisson missing (1918) 739 pieces  
Estimate: $1500-$2500  *Extra $100 shipping charge due to large lot size
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Lot 1370 CBG Miniature French Army Revue  in 10mm scale, unboxed figures mounted on  tinplate 
bases, 1 block of Cuirassiers (18),  2 of Chasseurs a Pieds (40) and 8 blocks of  Infanterie de Ligne, Good 
(1918) 218 pieces  Estimate: $200-$400

Lot 1371 Timpo GIs Display set in original box  
marching with slung rifles, with flag bearer,  Very 
good, tied in, Box fair-good, (1959) 15 pieces  
Estimate: $500-$700

Lot 1372 Timpo Mounted Knights of the Round Table 
in original boxes, Arthur; Mordred (Black); Percival (Blue & 
White), knights on separate horses with separate lances, 
Good, boxes, fair -good, (1959) 3 pieces Estimate: $300-$500

        End of Session One
Next Sale November 16th, 17th, and 18th, 2018
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